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WORLDWIDE APPAIRS 

NORWAY REPORTED UNCONCERNED ABCUT SOVIET JAN MAYEN 'RESERVATIONS' 

LD240941 Oslo AFTENPOSTEN in Norwegian 13 Nov 80 p 14 

[Report by Morten Fyhn: “Soviet Union Does Not Accept Jan Mayen Zone") 

(Text) The Soviet Union does not immediately accept the Norwegian fisheries 
tone around Jan Mayen. The Russians have made no formal protest but have 
expressed their reservations verbally. These reservations were repeated at 
yesterday's Jan Mayen meeting between Norway and the Soviet Union. 
Ambassador Jens Evensen gave thie information to AFTEWPOSTEN. 

it hae long been known that the Soviet Union has had reservations against the 

Jan Mayen zone, but Evensen's statement is the first official Norwegian 
confirmation. According to Evensen, the Soviet Union has made these reserva- 
tions until it has time to look further into what consequences the zone will 
have for ite own fishing in the area. 

According to AFTENPOSTEN's information, the Soviet reservation was first ex- 
pressed by the Soviet ambassador in Oslo early this summer, just after the 
zone had been established. And it was repeated yesterday. The discussions 
with the Ruesiane--Norway makes it clear that they are not negotiations--will 
continue tomorrow, No Soviet demands were made at yesterday's meeting and 
there were no other moves on the Soviet side. So it is still unclear whether 
these could come at a later date, 

Norwey takes the Soviet reservation with the greatest calm, according to 
information given to AFTENPOSTEN, and it considers that the reservation will 

disappear after a short time. The reason for this is that at yesterday's 
meeting the Russians obviously needed to have a number of misunderstandings 

over the establishment of the zone and future fishing there cleared up. 

Evensen informed AFTENPOSTEN that at yesterday's seeting Norway briefed che 
Russians on the background to the zone's estab’ishment and on the measures 
adopted, as well ase the discussions with Iceland beforehand and the pending 
negotiations with Denmark on a demarcation line between Jan Mayen and 
eastern Greenland. A Danish-Norwegian negotiating session will take place in 
Oslo on 3-4 December. Evensen also made it clear to the Russians that the 
actual question of the establishment of the zone itself will not be discussed, 
and that possible future Soviet fisheries questions will be referred to the 
Permanent Joint Fisheries Commission. 

"I think that the Russians o se a need for certain explanatory talks, so that they 
can gain a better understanding of the intention behind the whole thing," 
Evensen said after yesterday's meeting. 
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WORLDWIDE AFFAIRS 

NORWEGLANS SAY SOVIETS FALSIFY BARENTS CATCH REPORTS 

Oslo NOLES HANDELS OG SJOPARTSTIDENDE in English 16 Oct 60 p 12 

[Text] While Norwegian trawlers are laid up because their 
quota ie fished, there are today 150 large and emall foreign 
trawlers in the Barents Sea, fishing for ail they are worth. 
Most have lain there the entire year. About two-thirds of 

the vessels are Russian, and the chairman of the Norwegian 

Trawler Owners’ Association, Director Kjiartan Arctander, has 
no doubt whatsoever that the Russians have long since fished 
their quote and that their announcements and fishing quota 
are sheer fraud. 

Arctander informe NORGES HANDELS OG SJOFARTSTIDENDE that by the end of October 
all 50 Norwegian trawlera will be laid up. The quota allowed of 80,000 tons of 
fish will have been caught. 

However, he says that in the Barents Sea there are 150 foreign trawlers fishing for 
ail they are worth--among these a pair of Spanish trawlers. Some weeks ago a rep- 
resentative from the Department of Fishery was in Madrid and discussed this problem 
of the trawlers. The answer was that they would immediately be called home. This 
has not heppened and according to information received by Arctander they will con- 
tinue *o fish right up to Christmas. ‘he trawler association's chairman further 
claims that approximately 100 of the trawlers at present fishing in the Barents Sea 
are Russian. They have pursued thie activity in the area for the entire year. 
Their quota, however, is exactly the same as that given to the Norwegians-~-namely 
80,000 tons. The Norwegian crawlers have fished their quota in about six months. 
It ie also known that the kussian trawlers can operate a far more effective method 
of trawling than the Norwegians and that alone gives all reason to doubt the Russian 
reports on the amount of their caich. They report only as it suits then. 

“How much ‘over’ or ‘cheat’ fishing do you think the Russians have done this year?" 

“according to the analysis we have carried out, we must accept a figure of at least 

three times the amount of their quota.” 

“Has this problem been aired with the Fieshery Department?” 

"Yes, but to no avail. The problem with overtishing cannot be soived without a 
proper arrangement for control, which we have already said that we are most willing 
to accept. It is to no avail to decree a quota, give promises, without at the same 
time settine in action the necessary controls,” concludes Director Kjartan 
Arctander. 
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WORLDWIDE AFFALES 

NEW ZEALAND LIMITS ON FOREIGN SQUID BOATS UNCHANGED 

Avekland THE NEW ZEALAND HERALD in English 30 Sep 80 p 18 

Text] The Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries will not change the number of 
ferelen squid tigeers allowed to fieh New Zealand waters this summer. 

A total of 102 ‘iggers, made up of 98 Japanese and four South “orean boats, are 
entitied to tteh, 

There is no quota for fig-caught squid as the ministry has found it more realistic 

to Limit the eateching effort rather than catches. 

A qnota has been set at 43,000 tonnes for trawl-caught squid for the 1980-81 
season. The q iota has been split between Russia, Japan and South Korea, 

cSo1 5200 



WORLDWIDE AFFAIRS 

BRIEFS 

NORWEGIAD-USSR TALKS=-Uncertainty surrounding the planned meeting between 

Norway an’ the Soviet Union on the Jan Mayen Zone has led to Iceland's 
sending a note to the Norwegian Foreign Ministry asking for a briefing. 
Norway's response has been positive, and there will be a meeting in the 
Fisheries Ministry where a high-ranking Icelandic official from the 

Fisheries Ministry will be given an account of developments, it has been 
reported to AFTENPOSTEN, The announcement that there“will be special meeting 

on the Jan Mayen Zone on 11 November has caused great Icelandic interest. 
The Icelandic note makes reference to the Jan Mayen agreement, which states 
that Norway and Iceland will consult each other on questions relating to the 
island. the Icelanders are worried that the Russians want to try to bring 

about a fisheries arrangement with Norway and other special agreements-- 
matters which are also considered to have an important bearing on Iceland, 
Iceland has noted that the Jan Mayen question was not raise «| the recent 

meeting of the joint Norwegian-Soviet Fisheries Commission «* cannot ignore 
the possibility that the Russians will raive questions directly relating to 

fishing in the zone and the zone's basis in international law at the meeting 
on 1] November. [Morten Fyhn] [Text] [LD181125 Oslo AFTENPOSTEN in Norwegian 

7 Nov 80 p 9) 
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INTER=ASLAN AFFAIRS 

JAPAN, PRC HOLD TALKS ON CONTINENTAL SHELF PROBLEM 

Oil Resource Development 

OW220051 Tokyo KYODO in English 0014 GMT 22 Nov 80 

[Text ! Beijing, 22 Nov KYODO--Working-level talks were held here Friday on the continental 
shelf problem between Japan and China. 

lapan was represented at the meeting by Yoshiya Kato, minister at the Japanese Pmbassy in 
China, and other offictals. Chinese officials attending included Xiao Miangqian, deputy 
director of the Foreta@an Ministry's Asian Affairs Department. 

the Japanese offictals explained at the meeting joint development for ofl resources being 

undertaken by Japan and South Korea in the continental shelf between the two countries. 

The Chinese «ide reiterated its claim that the joint development project was being conducted 
in disregard of the soverelanty of China. 

It proposed that discussions be held on Japan-Chin*e joint development of resources in the 

East China Sea. Exchange of views on the matter w.1l be conducted Saturday. 

End of Talks 

0W230852 Tokyo KYODO in English 0734 GMT 23 Nov 80 

[Text] Beijing, 22 Nov (KYODO)--China took a positive position toward Japan-China joint 
development of the continental shelf in the East China Sea during two-day working-level 
talks ended here Saturday. 

After the tai’:, Yoshiya Kato, Japanese minister to China, told reporters that China had 

said it ia ready to go ahead with the joint development project if Japan is willing. The 

Chinese remarks are believed to signal China's intention to promote the project while 

shelving the territorial dispute over the Senkaku Islands and other mutual pending issues. 

Japan and China agreed to study their possible cooperation in the joint development project 

in deference t« each other's position. 

At the meeting, Japan and China fatled to agree on the limits of the continental shelf 

in possesston of each country. Japan claimed the border line of the continental shelf 
should be mapped halfway between the Japanese and Chinese territories, while China claimed 
ite continental ahelf extends as far as the ocean basin west of Japan's Ryukyu Islands. 

Present at the meeting were Kato, and Nakamasa Yameda, councillor of the Foreign 

Mintetry's Treaties Bureau, on the Japanese side. 

China was represented by Xiao Kiangqian, deputy director of the Foreign Ministry's Asian 

Affaire Department, and other ministry officials. 
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INTER“ASIAN AFFALRS 

NEW ZEALAND ASKED TO RESERVE SQUI" QUOTA FOR JAPAN 

LOS Principle Tested 

Auckland THE NEW ZEALAND HERALD in English 24 Oct 80 p 14 

[Report from Roy Vaughan in Tokyo/ 

panese fishing industry request to New Zealand could test a vital prin- 
ciple in the United Nations law of the sea conference concerning the use of fishing 
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Allocation Loss Feared 

We.lington THE EVENING POST in English 28 Oct 80 p 42 

[Text/ Tokyo, Oct 27?--Japanese squid fishing companies are facing an international 

dilemma in determining their attitude towards fishing in New Zealand economic zone 

waters next year. 

The domestic marte: us will got increase the avail They don't want to lose the 
Cepretaed because 9' an ov able catch for | 982 access they had last 
»— fF South Korea and Taiwan over what essentially a 

for Zealand are Known to be interested in short-term problem ” 
squid seems unukely 10 pro —— © oe ee oe. Mr Corner said be had 
vide economic to cov: tsations to ‘on on 7 discussions with 
@ (he cost of Down —p Ag- would apanese fishing companies 
Under be upset + 7y- bere It had been that 

But be companies worry ermen did not fully use the both sides would to the 
that f they do aot ake up opportunity allocated to notice of the respective Gov 
heir Dost allocation for tbe them ernments the con- 
tooe «= 8 guid fishing -m tf) fronting the — 
bosts — could .000 coanes of squid were According to a 
Ary. Fam yh g = caught in New Zealand wa land-Japan businessmen s 

—— cule Cahors Jepenme lnduney SS According to industr sys it 
sources to cate prt The chairman of (be New faces probierns embracing 

s lemme for tk Zealand Fishing Industry access to the New 
Zealand Governmen Board, Mr M M N Corner zone. fees, and restrictions 

because it s under said be doubted if New as © ee oe 
United Nations of the Zealand Y fishermen and difficulties with 
See reguistions to ensure the would be to take up a squid joint ventures. 
(igh cesource is adequately shortfall in the oumber of New Zealand fishing in- 
used Japanese ships reaching the dustry representatives said 

Squid has @ one-year life = wtp ht 
cye'® and. consequentiy. any There are plenty of con- import quotas and tariff 
squid not caught next year cerns in the Japanese camp riers should not be applied 

Japanese Sources Depleted 

Auckland THE NEW ZEALAND HERALD in English 3 Nov 80 p 3 

Article by HERALD marine reporter] 

[Text] New Zealand squid may be of greater value to Japan than at first realised 
because Japan seems to have heavily depleted its own resources. 

“The big Japanese sq. Sig- supply may well be only a Fisher _ 
ee ae » pmo ~ temporary hiccup. A miais fehing ns chow its squid eae 6 Fe & 

only after catches in try of fisheries scientist, Mr — Ap ny yh Beng — ted thet the 

‘Japanese catc nm 
Japenese scientisis believe J , Be pe. }am overeuunsanse of 

on the J uded 
their resources may only half those of the 
Sow bet only s seventh “tee” Samo” Beak make it uneconomic for most ling should have been re- 

what = were in 1968 apes Keg were taking rina, ‘and next season. a years ago. , 

hes yet to advise the = He «said two apanese Half Peak The New Zealand ministry 
7 * ⸗ f fisheries research division, of Agricuture and geientists had Closely However, such an over. ° ; 
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NEW TERMS FOR FISHING PACT WITH THALLAND LIKELY 

Dacee THE SANCLADESH OBSERVER in English 16 Get 80 p i 

Text) The gowerfeent ie considering « new eet of terme for Bangladesh ~~ Thai joint 
veniure fiehing compantes with « view toe prewenting reported destruction and allegedly 
tilegal transit of fish resources of the Bay of Bengal, EMA learnt froe official 
sources. 

At present }° Bangladesh--Thal companies are operating trewlere in thie Bay of Bengal 
for deep-eee flehing. ‘hese private parties were given fishing rights in November 
last year for 4 period of one year under Bangledesh-Thai fishing agreement. Their 
fishing right te due for renewal next @onth. 

The new eet of terme include payment of royalty for fishing righte in the Bangladesh 
territorial waters, landing and weighing of the entire heul et Chittagong Fish 
Harbour by ewery trawler for each trip, tetel ben on destroying or throwing away of 
mixed fieh which bee buge demand in lece) aerkete, and recruitment of «c least 50 
per cemt of the crew @embere from among Bangledeshi nationale. 

According to the sources, {f the relewant companies fail to eccept theese terms the 
goveromen. might terminate their fishing right. 

The sources e#id the government hed received allegatione that Thai trewlers ere 
interested if catching only selected warteties of fieh which have high demand in 
internetiona, market... 

The ecources eaid government had sent « oumber of communications to the relevant 
companies to preserwe the eiged fieh on the deck of the trawlers instead of destroy- 
ing them. The governmert aiso arranged to collect thoee aimed fish by Bangladesh 
trawlere and carrier weesels, but the That compantes did not extend cooperation 
with the authorities is thie regerd. 

't wae aleo pointed out by the sources that Thai trawler crew had in gost cases de- 
clined to land their catch at Chittagong Fieh “arbour under one ofr other pretext. 

The officiel source sald the "hal trawler crew in aany cases had aleo expressed aver~ 
sion of ¢fellke for taking Sengledesh crew sembere on board while they go on hauling 
trip. wen at Cimee though they accepted certein Bangladeshi sationals on board, 
they were elilegedly subjected to harassment and aaltreatment. 

Though Thal crew @embere cire the problem of lenguage barrier as the reason for aban- 
Goning Sangliadeshi crew, there ere reasons to beliewe that they do not like the local 
eatlore since they cannot slveve under report their catches. 

C$0: $200 10 



INDIA 

WEW PLANES, SHIPS PLANNED TO POLICE BEZ 

New Delhi PATRIOT in English 19 Oet 80 pp i, 5 

\Text) The Indien Coast Guard Organisation is about te launch an approximately 
Re 100-crore programme of buying aircraft and ships to police the 2,500-mile coast- 
line and the 200-mile exclusive economic sone. (EEZ). 

The orgenieetion, which was formed in 1977, at present has only two ex-Indian Navy 
frigates and five patrol boate acquired from the Home Ministry. 

it ie proposed to add an air surveillance capability by acquiring two types of air- 
craft--a light aircraft for coaetel surveillance and « eedium aircraft of longer 
range to guard the EEZ against poachere. 

About 20 of the light aircraft are to be purchased and about half that oumber for 
the long-range petrol. Government will buy for Coast Guard duties tne same type of 
aircraft it will wee for the proposed third line feeder service. 

Among the medium type of aircraft that the Government can choose from are the Hawker- 
Stiddeley 748 Coastqguarder (UK) and the Dutch Pokker P-27 Maritiae. 

A committee recently) recommended the Canadian Twin-Otter and the Spanish Casa Aviocer 
but the Government aay choose the Twin-Otter for two reasons. Firet, the Indian 

Arty is already useing Otters, and secondly because there is a floatplaene version 
which can be a ueeful cheracteristic in cosastel patrol. 

For surface petrol aleo the Coast Guards will require two types of ships. The seavaerd 

defence boate for inshore patrol are already being built in the Garden Reach Workshops, 
Calcutta. Six of a larger type for off-shore patrol in the EEZ are aleo to be built 
there. 

Both are aircraft and the patrol veesele will operate as « composite team to detect 
violations of sea lave and to apprehend defauiters. 

The Government recentiy approved developmental plane for the Coast Guards which are 
to be completed within the next ten years. 

The need for speed expansion of the Coast Guard facilities is underscored by the 
large-scale incursion by foreign fishing trawlers into Indian fishing grounds. 
Indian Navy sources indicate that some of the trawlere carrying sophisticated elec- 
tronic equipment and are conducting electronic espionage in vital sectors of our 
coastline. 

Li 



Amona the eeneitive areas in the Indian EEZ are the Gulf of Kutch, Bombay high, the 
fishing areas of Goa, Mangalore, Trivandrum, Wadge Bank off Tuticorin, Palk Strait 
the Cauvery Godavari and Mahanadi basing, the Sunderbens area and the island teiri- 
tories of the Andaman and Nicobar and Lakshadweep Ielande. 

The Coast Guards have eo far apprehended 17 foreign trawlere with crews operating 
within India's BEEZ. 

The activities of the Coast OCuarde and the Indian Navy are co-related and whenever 

a vielation takes place at sea both services have the powers of enforcement and 

thue they supplement each other. 

in distress eituation, too, both services are utilised for search and rescue. 

C80: 4200 
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LNDONES LA 

LNDONESIA UNDISTURBED BY SINGAPORE ZONE ANNOUNCEMENT 

Jakarta SINAR HARAPAN in Indonesian 17 Sep 80 pp 1, 12 

lArticle: “Reaction to Singapore Decision on 12-mile Territorial Water and 
Exclusive Zones") 

[Text] According to Chief of Subdirectorate Division | of the Directorate of 
International Agreements of the Department of Foreign Affaire Nugroho Wienumurti 
SH on 1? September, che Department of Foreign Affaire will not make any detailed 
response to the announcement made by the Singapore Department of Foreign Affaire 
regarding ite plan to fix the Singapore territorial waters zone at 1! miles and 
to determine ite exclusive economic sone which was made on 15 September. 

Nugroho further stated that since what was announced by the Singapore Department 
of Foreign Affairs is only in the planning stage, it is still uncertain which 
actual Singapore territorial watere and exclusive zones are intended. 

"As a provistonal reaction it can be said that the announcement of the Singapore 
Department of Foreign Affairs is considered as ‘proper’, since it is expected 
that the Law Conference of 1980 among other things will contain the decision that 
every coastal nation has the right to determine its territorial waters zone at up 
to 12 miles from the beginning point of its territorial waters." Thie was according 
to the response read to the press at Pejambon. 

Prepared To Confer 

The Department of Foreign Affairs warmly receives the part of the announcement by 
the Singapore Deparmtnet of Foreign Affairs which states that if the determining 

of the Singapore territorial waters and exclusive economic sones results in 
“overlapping claime" with neighboring countries then Singapore is prepared to 
confer with those countries to reach an agreement on the zone in accord with 
international law. 

According to Nugroho, Indonesia and Singapore reached agreement in 1973 on the 

territorial water zones between the two countries in the Main and Singapore Straits 

which are 24 miles long. With this agreement only ea small part of the territorial 

waters boundary line between Indonesia and Singapore remains to be settled and 

thie ifes to the east and to the west of che boundary line already agreed on and 

runs to the meeting point of the bord » of the three countries of Indonesia, 
Singapore and Malaysia. 

13 



None 'nderway 

Anewering a SUNAR HARAPAN question, Nugroho said that no discussions are underway 
to define the still undefines border lines. But what is ao reality is the good 
will and desire of Indonesia, Singapore and Malayaia. Only the decision as to when 
the discussions should take place hasn't bean made because of the preoccupation of 
the countries with other matters. “But the invention to meet is there. This is 
particulariy true concerning the border lines still pending outside the Limite 
from pointe 1 to 6. The reat are to the west and are related to border lines 
With Malayela except those which are with Singapore and to the east..." 

Those westward according to Nugroho scill seed to be agreed on by the three 
parties, indonesia, Singapore and Malaysia. These include the tri-junction point 
of the borderlines. 

As the straite are narrow there will be overlapping claims and overlapping areas. 
Singapore also has problems with Malaysia regarding territorial waters, etc. 

“As I recall this problem arose when Malaysia published its (official) . itl 
am not mistaken the problems with Singapore arose in December a year ago,” said 
Nugroho who mentioned che name of a email island which is the disputed point 
among the three parties, indonesia, Singapore and Malaysia. 

STRALTS TIMES Report 

Meanwhile according to the STRAITS TIMES pubiished on 16 September, Singapore is 
acill going to fix exact coordinates on ite expanded territorial waters and its 
adjusted exclusive economic zone; these to be announced “in due time." 

It was gentioned in the report that in 1978 Singapore adjusted ite J-nautical mile 
territorial waters concept. io certain areas it expanded its territorial waters 
to more then three nautical miles and established its claim to an exclusive 
economic zone. 

Based on the results of the 9th session of the UN Law of the Sea conference which 

has just concluded in Geneva, there are indications that another proposed 
conference on the Law of the Sea will take place. In accord with international 
developments Singapore will expand its territorial watere to 12 nautical miles and 
establish an exclusive economic zone. 

It wae also mentioned in the report that the statement [of intent by Singapore) 
would not affect the demarcation agreement already concluded concerning the 
Johor Strait. 

In that gutual agreement the demarcation line in the strait isn't the center line 

between Singapore and Malaysia but rather the center line of the deep water channel 
of the strait. A hydrography survey is being carried out to determine this in 
the strait. 

14 



Malayela required the deep water channel of the atrait for the entrance of ships to 
the Pasir Gudang port in Johor. The [Singapore) announcement ie aleo considered not 
te affect che planned dividing of traffic in the Malacca Straits, which involves 
Malayeia, Singapore, Indonesia and Japan and is intended to reduce the risk of 
collieone by the ehipe uaing the ectraica, etc. Lmplementetion of the plan is 
expected to begin by the end of this year, according to the STRAITS TIMES. 

No Need For Formalities 

Singapore hasn't felt it necessary to inform the Indonesian Department of Foreign 

Affaire of ite dectston because according to the Singapore ambassador in Jakarta, 
as long as the Law of the Sea conferences continue, there are oral communications 
between the Singapore and Indoneatan delegations. 

In addition there has also been top level reaction by the Department of Foreign 
Affaire to the plans announced by Singapore. No problems will arise. “And further, 
the ASEAN [Association of South East Asian Nations) countries are friends. 
There is no need for formalities.” 

Another source at the Department of Poreign Affaire explained that what had 

previously been agreed on by che Indonesian government with the Siagon government 
(South Vietnam) {n 1973 on the boundaries of the continental shelf doesa't need 
to be observed now because those meetings were informal. "And what wae agreed 
on concerning the median line has no meaning now." 

The same source said Indonesia isn't going to respond now to the report circulated 
by Vietnam on ite giving exploration and exploitation concessions to the USSR in 

the South China Sea. 

The source added that Vietnam hasn't officially informed its neighboring countries 

including Indonesia. Therefore Indonesia must still study and gather information 
on the concessfone. What is clear is that if a problem arises countrary to the 
concessions already made by Indonesia to five oil companies including a consortium, 
then che matter will be resolved in a friendly manner. 

He admitted that it still hasn't been decided when the discussions between Indonesia 

and Vietnes on the continental shelf will be continued. But there is no stale- 

mate as there has been some progress. 

7785 
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INDONESIA 

PRLEFS 

TERRTIORIAL SEAS VIOLATIONS--Jakarta, 21 Nov (OANA-ANTARA pool item)--The Kri 
Ratulanei warship of the indonesian Navy under the command of Li Col (navy) 

Sutomo has seized 15 fishing boate of Taiwan nationality for having no 
security clearance and iegal documente to fish in Indonesian territorial 
waters, it wae announced by the public relations of the navy here yesterday. 
The announcement said that the fishing boats were apprehended in waters of 
the Banda Sea in Maluku. The vessels were iater cowed to Ambon, capital of 
Maluku and their crew detained for further investigation. The Kri Ratulangi 
wae part of the group of petrol ships under "Operation Thunder” patrolling 
Indonesian watere, [Text) [8K211539 Jakarta OANA in English 0900 GnT 

21 Nov 80) 
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SOUTH KOREA 

BRIEFS 

OLL EXPLORATIONS--Seoul, 6 Nov (HAPTONG)--South Korea will continue pressing on 
ite bid to strike ofl in the continental shelf lying between it and Japan, 
according to data the Energy and Resources Ministry presented to the Legislative 
Council for National Security. Two wells dug this year, the first of the eight- 
year Korea-Japan development program of the continental shelf, in the fifth and 
seventh subzones, have been unproductive. However, the findings have not cc 
pletely precluded the possibility of the shelf containing oil deposite, accord- 
ing to government sources. The two nations are to dig at least eleven wells in 
esearch of ofl deposite until 1987 in accordance with a pact they concluded for 

the joint exploration of the area. At a Korea-Japan joint committee on the devel- 
opment of the shelf to be convened this month, Korea will ask that the test- 
drilling be conducted at an earlier date next year. [Text] [(SK060256 Seoul 
HAPTONG in English 0250 GMT 6 Nov 80) 

CSO: 5200 
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INTER=AMERICAN AFFAIRS 

ECUADOR PROTESTS U.S. EMBARGO ON TUNA 

Trawlers' Seizure Forces Embargo 

PA141809 Paris AFP in Spanish 1732 GMT 14 Nov 80 

{Text} Quito, 14 Nov (AFP)--The Ecuadorean Government has officially protested 
the recent U.S. embargo on Ecuadorean tuna which was imposed because ecuador re- 
cently seized 10 U.S. trawlers and fined them more than $4 million. The Ecua- 
dorean Foreign Ministry has issued a communique replying to a note from the U.S. 
Embassy in Quito which said that the seizure of the U.S. trawlers forced the 

U.S. Government to apply section 205, which prohibits the import of tuna from 
Ecuador. Ecuador rejects and does not accept the U.S. enforcement of a U.S. 

law which is contrary to the principles of international law. 

New Markets To Be Sought 

PA150203 Quito Cadena Ecuador Radio in Spanish 2300 GMT 14 Nov 80 

[Text] Ecuador will seek new markets for its seafood, Germanico Salgado, minis- 
ter of industries and commerce, has reported. He stressed that it is possible 
to sell to other countries but that this is a difficult task which requires hard 
work. He added that the Cartagena agreement committee will meet in Lima in the 
next few daye to discuss common tariffs. He added that the country will not enter 
into any new commitments until the present ones have been honored. 

CSO: 5200 
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CHILE 

BRIEFS 

NATION REITERATES SOLIDARTTY--Chile has reiterated its solidarity with Ecuador 
concerning the defense of its 200-mile territorial sea. A note in this regard 
was delivere. yesterday by the Chilean Ambassador in Quito to the foreign minister 

of the republic. The Chilean Government, the note states, reiterates its solidarity 
in defense of the principles of the Santiago Declaration of 1952, and particularly 

in defense of the principle that no country's 200-mile territorial sea limit 
should be violated, as was stated previously to the Foreign Ministry by Javier 
Llanes, acting deputy minister of foreign relations. In addition, the note adds, 

Chile wishes to reiterate the unchanging commitment of the Chilean Government, in 
its capacity as a founding member of the Southern Pacific Commission, to promote 

and defend the aforementioned postulates. The Chilean Embassy takes this oppor- 
tunity to reiterate to the honorable minister of foreign relations, assurances 

of its highest and most distinguished esteem, the note ends. [PA191924 Quito voz 
DE LOS ANDES in Spanish 1730 GMT 18 Nov 80) 

cso: 5200 
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ECUADOR 

TERRITORIAL SEA POLICY OUTLINED 

"A151859 Quito Voz de los Andes in Spanish 1230 GMT 15 Nov 80 

iReport on press conference given by Foreign Minister Alfonso Barrera Valverde concerning 

dispute with U.S. on fishing rights; date and place not given--recorded passages enclosed 

in quotation marks] 

jtext | Fouador through Poreign Minister Alfonso Barrera Valverde, has emphatically re- 
jected the protest from the U.S. Embassy regarding the detention of !.S.-registered boats 

caught while fishing illegally within Ecuadorean maritime jurisdiction. In a note to 

the forelen minister, the U.S. ambassador states that his government believes that most 

shippera and captains of U.S. tuna fishing boats will not obtain Ecuadorean fishing permits 
under the present tariff structure. 

Foreign Minister Barrera Valverde held a news conference in which he released the notes 

exchanged by the Feuadorean Foreign Ministry and the U.S. Embassy on the tuna problem 

ud he explained several aspects of Ecuador's foreign policy in this area: 

"Ot course, Beuador ta in contact with all the Latin American countries. Ic is con- 

tinuously tn touch with the countries of the Southern Pacific Commission and it is re- 

ceiving support. 1 take great pleasure in announcing that the four countries which make 

up the Southern Pacific Commission, namely, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru and Chile, are in 

omplete agreement with this position. I do not wish to hurt the feelings of any other 

country, because several have offered support for Ecuador, and I do not wish to give names 

| do not have on hand the List of these countries to strictly confirm their 

postition.” 

bec ie 

Mr Minister, a newsman asked, what negotiable alternatives are there for solving the 

problem? 

"There te a stngle option. Ecuador is not among the violators. The violator has a 

apectfic mame; it tea the United States of America, and its fishing boats and private 

ships, which unfortunately have the economic endorsement of the government. After the 
boats have paid the fines and their catch has been confiscated, they receive a sum from 

the U.S. Treasury. 

"If vou examine the Ecuadorean note, you will see that it speaks clearly of this fact. I 

believe that we are facing a situation that is not permitted in present world practice 

and | belfeve that there is a single path: for the United STates to correct its 

administrative procedures and, if it has some domestic law that contravenes the basic 

principles of international law, then the United States should take steps to completely 

abolish that law.” 

Another neweman asked: Mr Minister, do you believe that the threats of force reiterated 
by the president-elect of the United States during the electoral campaign will be carried 
out 
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‘| de net beileve that a president will uphold an announcement of thie kind. But I will 
note here that this was not the first announcement of coercive measures and thie was not 
the flevt time that the poseible use of warships has been mentioned. When Ecuador, Peru 
and Chile were negotlating with the United States in the so-called (Potrerillos) con- 
ference in Buenos Aires during two periods beginning in 1969, the interested parties in 
the United States also spoke of that possibility. 

‘No responsible government of any country, however, would be willing to send warships as 
4 coerelve measure to force compliance with something that is prohibited by law. In other 
words, it would be absurd for U.S, authorities to even think of sending warships to force 
us to violate our own laws." 

\nother neweman gaid: Mr Minister, some commentators have expressed the opinion that 
Ecuador should not matptain a belligerent attitude, since the United States is our 
protect, 

“| de net believe that the United States is our protector. Neither do | believe that 

Mr Carcton [not further identified] can consider our attitude to be belligerent. I fear 

that was a spur-of-the-moment phrase he used. Fevador's attitude is not belligerent. 
Ecuador's attitude is that of a country which has a law, that of a government which obevs 
that law and which feels that it is its duty to have ite citizens ond its authorities 
omply with that law. The Ecuadorean Government has no alternative. A law exists and 

that law obliges the government to act as at has been doing." 

Me Mintster, another newsman asked, would it then be appropriate to speak of the opening 
of a blliateral dielogue between the representatives of the two countries to solve the 

probiem? 

“We are speaking of an Ecuadorean law. My answer its categorical--the law of a country 
le not negotiable. 

“|Queation| Can the United States be considered to be encouraging the pirate activities 

of tte boats by subsidizing the tuna boats that are captured? 

“| newer ' believe that possibly the United States is not pursuing warlike purposes in 

dotnge se, but undoubtedly the inter lion exists--and this is something that should affect 

the conscience of a country. Me act ot veying for the results of the infraction and 
the eet of tinancing the rosulcs of the intscccttion undoubtedly encourages these private 

sips to enter our ‘utere. 

“lQuescion| Mr Minieter: Is the Ecuadorean Navy capable of defending those 200 miles 
of terrt vortal sea? 

"lAnewer] It has proved cuat it is. It is capable and is demonstrating this capability. 

"(Queetior! Mr Minister Several organizations, primarily student organizations, have 
asked EcuaJorean authorities to confiscate the U.S. pirate fishing ships. 

"\\oewer!] These are all ideas that deserve greater study on the part of those who pro- 

pose them. In other words, the Foreign Ministry is willing to receive suggestions of 

all kinde. You realize that in a democratic country, one receives wise suggestions and 

suggestions that are imprudent. We must examine them from the viewpoint of the Limits 

of wheat is possible, the limits of prudence, with the utmost firmness because, if we do 

not act within the Limits of what is suitable aad withir the law, we would be following 

a policy of folly. 

“{Question| Mr Minister: The internationalist Leopoldo Benitez maintains that the 200- 

mile itea has failed and that it will not be approved in the UN Assembly. He even 

aske: Who is going to defend us, if we are the only country that is applying the idea 

of a territorial sea’ 
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“|Anewer| This te where a clarification of concepts is needed. What Ambassador Benitez 

vays, according to the articles that I have read in El, UNIVERSO, is quite accurate. 

Ambassador Benitez is one of Ecuador's dignitaries, one of Ecuador's experts, whom | 
most reapect. Ambassador Benitez simply states the truth--that Ecuador, in its position 

on the territorial sea, has been left alone. I must say emphatically that the group 
supporting the territorial sea position is made up of 24 countries. Of these, five are 

Latin American countries, but of these five countries, four have legislation that is 

adaptable to the new convention on the Law of the Sea that is to be signed. There ts one 

country with legislation chat is less adaptable to that convention, and that country Ls 

Ecuador, Therefore, what Ambassador Benitez says is simply that Ecuador has remained 
alone in that position. I am pleased, however, to emphasize here the policy of continuous 

dialogue between the Foreign Ministry and the legislative branch and between the Foreign 

Ministry and the political parties. 

“In the course of next week, I will attend the plenary meeting of the legislative 

commissions ana we will explore the possibilities of complementation--without re- 
nouncing our rights--between Ecuadorean legislation and the overwhelming agreement 
trom which not a single country can abstain. In other words, | believe that 
Ecuador's sovereign rights over the 200 miles to the extent that we can exercise 
armed vigilance over those sovereignty rights will be safeguarded, both by our 
law and by the convention. The rest is simply a matter of making the two things 
compatible. 
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cording to De Brune Peachau, Association of the German Deep Sea Fishing Industry, 
“the situation #11) be hopeless unless we receive @ore aid.” In 198) the Fleet 
will seed 0460 million, chinke Dieter Koch, head of the Hanseatische Hochseeflischer= 
4 

Soot large subsidies from the state budget may, in the view of the fishing industry, 
be reduced only if Bonn is able to obtein sufficient catch quotas for 198) from the 
furopees Commenity es well as 4 new market order for fieh. At thie time, however, 
there ie @ great deal of pessimiem regarding the likelihood of the EC's agreeing on . 
‘Omen fishing policy by the end of the year. 

Cerman eep se@ fishermen clase 10.5 percent of all eateh quotas the BC may distri- 
bute An EC commiseior proposal, rejected by Bonn, initially provides for only 
’ @ percent The reason: Por other EC countriee the Federal Republic represents 
something like 4 pike in 4 carp pond 

Sritain io particular has long since reduced deep sea fishing and the giant factory 
“Sipe which may be at sea for months on end and have a virtually unlimited radiue of 
operations Sw the British operate coastal trawlers almost exclusively, so that 
the Union Jack is rarely seen fishing on the open seas. The French aiso are more 
interested in short voyages. The Danes are mainly concerned to secure the status 
qeo at their coast Consequently Dr Max Henning Rehder, head of the Nordsee 
Deuteche \. heeefiecheret and president of the fishing industry's federal market as- 
soc ation, complains “The EC commission's proposals are largely geared to the me- 

‘ium ané emell sea fiehery in the EC ocesn.” Already the Dutch are constructing 
6) ge large cutters while the entire verman coast is talking of scrapping ships. 

Dieter Koch comments: “At the EC they are not giving any consideration to the German 
jeep sce fishery if Bonn lets it go, the same thing will happen as happened with 
the fare market: We will pay for the others.” 

The Cermane do fot derive much benefit from catch quotas for smelt, grig and «prate 
. eave We never engaged in such picayune fishing. These fish are good only for 
fiebemes! ” In fact the deep sea fishermen from the Federal Republic go for the more 
aloab! od. perch and salmon 

there are less choosy Denmark, for example, now claims such 4 large catch quota 
wilbie the BC because, in the past, its fishermen hauled up to |.9 million tone of 
fieh from the ocean--often only for the fishmeal factories and without considers- 
tion ef the fact that the processing of valuable young fish into pig food mereiy 
serves to accelerate the decline in stocks. 

teral Gecman fiehermen, on the other hand, relied for up to 70 percent of their 

st hee on fishing in the watere of third countries, and these waters are progres- 

ively inaccessible The EC, unable to agree on @ common fishery policy, wae 

mpelled heiplessly to watch its banishment from traditional fishing grounds such 
se the waters around Leeland, Greenland, Cenada and Norway--flattened like a 
fieweder by the tidal ewell of the worldwide quarrel for fishing grounds. just a 
lat and epoechleses 

The BC is aot ewen able to agree on price increases within the scope of 4 new fish 

Market order England and other countries are clamoring for 4 drastic rise in 
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refereme prices by which the EC was able hitherto also to protect itself against 

cheap taporte from third countries=-albeit only if the market wae disrupted. in 
future ®ini@ue import prices are to generally ensure that no imports at all below 
the EL price levele may be landed in the Community 

Heider comeidere thie price tise bound to damage the market for fish and fot to in- 
volve the land=bated processing firme in difficulties also. Higher protective 
tarifie should be used only in case of genuine dumping and against those countries 

Which do mot allow the EC any fishing righte 

Koch .ommente. “leelanders, Norwegians and Canadians enjoy custome privileges up to 

and including exemption from all custome duty with respect to their fish exports to 
the We can no longer agree that this should be done without 4 quid pro quo.” 

Other trade facilities aleo should be used as weapons in the fight for more fishing 
riehte from third countries However, association chief Rehder suspects that “the 

LC cofmbieeion hase simply no idea what it is doing in negotiations with third coun- 
tries.” 

And yet. omlese it 18 to collapse entirely, the Pederai German deep sea fishing in- 

dustry te, om the long run, dependent on fishing rights outside the EC. In the 

case of the Federal Rpublic's becoming even more dependent on iaports Rehder fears 
a dramatic development: “Il just do not see where we are going to get the fish we 
feed | 

Anyway, the German processing industry depends on 500,000 tons of fish landed per 
annum Accordingly the German fishermen aleo decide the fate of about 10,000 jobs 
on land 

och Lf we cannet ensure regulat supplies--at least to 4 certain extent--by means 

of a nuclear German fleet, the industry will either collapse or be able to produce 
only at insane prices And then the market will collapse.” 

11698 
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